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**Hot and Cold Water Requirements at Sinks**

**Question**

What are the requirements for hot and cold water in all hotels, motels and tourist rooming houses?

**Background**

Chapter ATCP 72.10 (6)(c) requires hot and cold water under pressure be available at all sinks. This was also a requirement in Chapter H 95.04 (6), Register November, 1972.

Chapter ATCP 72.10 (4), states “All plumbing and fixtures shall meet the requirements contained in ch. SPS 382…” SPS 382.10(2)(c) states “Hot or tempered water shall be supplied to all plumbing fixtures that normally require hot or tempered water for proper use and function.”

Some existing lodging establishments have been permitted to operate with only cold water under pressure available at some sinks, such as kitchen sinks. Because these facilities have been permitted to operate in the past, it would be unreasonable to force the operator to install hot water at these sinks. The best solution then becomes the “phasing in” of this requirement for existing licensed establishments. This will be accomplished during a change of operator stage.

**Code interpretation**

All newly licensed establishments must provide hot and cold water under pressure at all sinks.

All licensed establishments must provide hot and cold water under pressure at all sinks and other washing facilities in all employee, public and guest toilet rooms.

Existing licensed establishments which do not have hot and cold water under pressure at a kitchen sink would be permitted to operate but must provide hot and cold water under pressure at all sinks at a change of operator. Every effort should be made to encourage the current operators to make this improvement now.